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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, my name is Leonard Martin and I am the Resource Description Librarian for the University of Houston. Just some quick housekeeping: this presentation includes both audio and video media. I’ve done my best to ensure that the volume is adequate, but each participant should be aware that they might want to make local adjustments to their settings during playback. Also, there are 3 slides that are very dense with text and hyperlinks: this was done so that after the presentation anyone who uses the slides will have additional information and resources available to them. Alright, lets jump right into: “Microgenres: memory, community and preserving the present.”



Brief Overview

• Microgenres as a cultural phenomenon.

• Metadata description for musical microgenres in a library environment using 
controlled vocabularies and resources.

• Challenges and resources for identifying and acquiring microgenre musical sound 
recordings.

• This presentation will focus on chopped and screwed music, vaporwave music, 
and ambient music. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today's presentation is an expanded from one I gave at the New England Chapter of the Music Library Association last spring. Today I will discuss microgenres as a cultural phenomenon, and metadata description for established musical microgenres in a library environment. I will also address some common challenges with metadata description of these microgenres and provide additional resources for identifying related genres, or ones not found in a controlled vocabulary.We’ll also focus on troubleshooting description in both bibliographic records and in name authority records, with a focus on pseudonyms.



Microgenre
noun 
/mi ∙ cro ∙ gen ∙ re/

1. A hyper-specific subcategory of artistic, musical, or literary composition 
characterized that is by a particular style, form, or content.

2. A flexible, provisional, and temporary category used to establish micro-
connections among cultural artifacts, drawn from a range of historical periods 
found in literature, film, music, television, and the performing and fine arts.

3. A specialized or niche genre; either machine-classified or retroactively 
established through analysis.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term microgenre can be broadly defined as a type of “small culture.” As in, when we talk about microgenres we’re often referring to something that exists within the zeitgeist of a pre-existing genre. The essay collection, “The Microgenre: A Quick Look At Small Culture,” edited by Molly O’Donnell and Anne Stevens heavily influences this discussion on small cultures. The editors compile several essays concerning microgenres within literature, the visual arts, and the performing arts. Jonathan Goodwin’s essay “Machine-classified microgenres” discusses the effect Spotify, Netflix, and other streaming platforms use of the “long tail effect” to aggregate and classify metadata based on user consumption. Whereas “Home Depot Art” by Danielle Kelly focuses on the convergence of Do-it-yourself (that is, DIY) art practice, while deconstructing the credentialization of the art degree, and the underlying socioeconomic factors pushing modern artists to rely on mass-produced “big-box store” supplies to create their own art. These two essays oriented and influenced my conceptualization of the musical microgenre. From these texts, my own research, and other literature cited here I’ve attempted to provide a multifaceted definition of the microgenre: A hyper-specific subcategory of artistic, musical, or literary composition that is characterized by a particular style, form, or content. A flexible, provisional, and temporary category used to establish micro-connections among cultural artifacts, drawn from a range of historical periods and from literature, film, music, television, and the performing and fine arts. A specialized or niche genre; either machine-classified or retroactively established through analysis. 



Examples of Musical Microgenres

Hyper-specific 
• Chopped and screwed music

Flexible, provisional, and temporary
• Vaporwave music

Specialized or niche
• Ambient music

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are examples of how our multiple definitions for microgenres can map to various styles of music:[click] Hyper-specific microgenres can be described as, “you know it when you hear it.” For example, chopped and screwed music has a very distinctive sound with specific sociocultural origins in the Houston, TX Hip-hop scene. The culture that surrounds chopped and screwed music is just as important as the sound itself, and rarely they are divorced from each other.Whereas vaporwave music [click] is a musical microgenre without clearly defined borders. Additionally, it’s sociocultural origins are not fixed geographically, but rather it proliferated initially via the world-wide-web. Numerous artists release singles and albums self-described as “vaporwave.” However, the vapor-scene and its musical and visual iconography can vary dramatically depending on a variety of factors. Lastly, an example of a specialized or niche musical microgenre is [click] ambient music. Ambient music sits at the intersection of natural sound, human and/or [machine-made sounds, and functional music or commercial music. Ambient music has grown into a very popular and dynamic microgenre with significant contributions to experimental and avant-garde music at large. Ambient musicians and producers are oftentimes specialized artists with large followings that crossover from performed music, gallery artists, immersive installations, and algorithmically generated music.



Ambient Music
• Ambient music is a broad microgenre encompassing a breath of natural sounds, 

acoustic and electronic instruments, and utilizes sampling and/or looping material  
to generate repetitive soundscapes.

• Earlier works from Erik Satie’s musique d’ameublement (furniture music) to the 
musique concrete works of Éliane Radigue, Steve Reich’s tape pieces, and 
synthesizer albums of Wendy Carlos are all precursors of ambient music. 

• The term ambient music was coined by composer Brian Eno upon the release of 
his album, “Discreet Music,” in 1975. Eno later coined the term “generative music” 
in 1995 and published “Generative music 1” with SSEYO Koan Software in 1996.

• Subgenres include: Lowercase, dark ambient and drone music.

• Established terms: Ambient music $2 lcgft ; Ambient (Electronica) $2 lcgft.

• Related terms: Background music, Environmental music, Minimal music, New age 
music, Soundscapes (Music); see also Improvisations (Music), Aleatory music.

Discreet Music, Discreet Music, 
by Brian Eno, 1975, EG Records.

Circa, Wildlife Addendum, by Warmth, 
2019, Archives. Genre tags: ambient, 
idm, drone, dub techno, electronic, 
electronica.

Michigan Turquoise, Catch a Blessing. 
2019. Genre tags: devotional, ambient, 
Americana, analog, experimental, home 
recording, Chicago
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Presentation Notes
Ambient music is a niche microgenre that encompasses a breath of natural sounds, acoustic and electronic instruments, and utilizes sampling and/or looping material to generate repetitive soundscapes. Brian Eno coined the term ambient music and describes it origins as, [quote] "I suddenly thought of this idea of making music that didn't impose itself on your space in the same way but created a sort of landscape that you could belong to and be part of... and I pompously gave it a new name which I called ambient music.“ [end quote]Let’s listen to a brief clip from Eno’s 1975 ambient album “Discreet music”[click, play “Discreet Music”]. Ambient music often employs generative music, another term coined by Brian Eno. Generative music is a compositional process that creates everchanging and self-perpetuating music.There are established subject headings for ambient music. On the slide you can see a list of related terms but note that they do not necessarily fall under the G/F hierarchy as broader terms or related terms.

https://youtu.be/AiIDO5cmtsY
https://intermorphic.com/sseyo/koan/generativemusic1/


The Bleeding Edge of Ambient Music
• Listen to Wikipedia 

• Algorithmically generated music based on sounds from changes to Wikipedia articles in real time.
• Based on Maximillian Laumeister’s BitListen using D3.js (visuals) and HowlerJS (audio).
• Created by Hatnone, a volunteer-run design studio, Stephen LaPorte and Mahmoud Hashemi.

• Background noise generators:
• Coffitivity replicates the soundscapes of coffee shops, cafeterias, and restaurants.
• I Miss the Office by Kids Creative Agency features an interactive office noise generator.

• Generative music apps: 
• Bloom: 10 worlds, Brian Eno co-created with Peter Chilvers, uses tactile inputs produce generative music.
• Reflection is a generative music app that perpetually generates music that cannot repeat.
• Calm self-describes itself as a “mediation, sleep and relaxation app.”
• Endel develops “personalized sound environments to help you focus, relax, and sleep.”

• Additional reading: 
• “How generative music works: a perspective” via Teropa
• “Introduction to generative music” by Alex Bainter via Medium.
• “On and on and on: a guide to generative electronic music” By Samuel Tornow via Bandcamp.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Al-go-rithmically generated music is considered the bleeding edge of ambient music.Listen to Wikipedia is a popular generative music site. It takes real-time logins and edits from Wikipedia pages and creates a perpetual ambient soundscape, that’s accompanied by visuals from each input. Brian Eno has also created several generative music apps, with some listed here.I’ll also note the proliferation of self-described “wellness” apps such as Calm and Endel. These apps utilize both generative music and curated playlists by established artists and algorithmic actors.I’ve also provided additional reading below for anyone interested in learning more about generative processes and how people can create their own generative music.

http://listen.hatnote.com/
https://coffitivity.com/
https://imisstheoffice.eu/
http://generativemusic.com/bloom.html
http://generativemusic.com/reflection.html
https://www.calm.com/
https://endel.io/
https://teropa.info/loop/#/title
https://medium.com/@alexbainter/introduction-to-generative-music-91e00e4dba11
https://daily.bandcamp.com/lists/generative-music-guide


Wildlife : Addendum / Warmth

100 0 Warmth $c (Musician)

400 1 Mena, Agus�n

650 0 Ambient music.

650 0 Electronica (Music)

650 0 Remixes.

655 7 Electronica (Music) $2 lcgft.

655 7 Remixes. $2 lcgft.

100 0 Warmth $c (Musician), $e composer…

245 1 0 Wildlife : $b addendum / $c Warmth.

500 "Written, produced and remixed by Agus�n Mena"--
Container.

NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our institution purchased Wildlife addendum on CD, by the ambient producer and Archives label founder Warmth. Warmth’s real identity is Agustín Mena [click]. However, Warmth is the name attributed to all his published sound recordings and will be used as the main entry for this work and in his name authority record. [click]This comes from an exception found in RDA 9.2.2.8 which states that "If an individual uses only one pseudonym and does not use his or her real name as a creator or contributor, choose the pseudonym as a preferred name for person. Record the individual’s real name as a variant name for person.“ With further instructions at 9.2.3.4 for Real Name.Wildlife addendum is a follow up Warmth’s fourth ambient album, “Wildlife”, which was released in July 2019. [click] Wildlife addendum features four new works and remixes by Warmth abbreviated “Silverbird” edit. [click] The following subject headings and [click] genre form terms were used.



Chopped and Screwed Music
• Originated in South Houston in the early 1990’s. 

• Created by Houston based DJ Screw (Robert E. Davis, Jr., 1971-
2000).

• Identifies with cultural iconography of late 80’s-early 90’s 
Houston, and more broadly Southern rap culture.

• Historically chopped and screwed music is a regional subgenre of 
Southern rap music. 

• Chopped and screwed music is principally released as authorized 
or unauthorized remixes of singles and albums.

• Remixes (Music), Chopped and screwed (Music) $2 lcgft.

DJ Screw on the mixer and turntables. 
DJ Screw Photographs and Memorabilia 

Special Collections, University of Houston Libraries 

David S. Holloway/CNN

Purple drink, Medium

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chopped and screwed music originated in South Houston in the early 1990’s. This microgenre was created by Houston based DJ Screw (Robert E. Davis, Jr., 1971-2000). DJ Screw pioneered the chopped and screwed sound by placing the same record on a pair of turntables, slowing down the play speed, and playing both records back simultaneously and often a beat apart, he’d then use a crossfader to “chop” the beat. DJ Screw would go on to release countless mixtapes, called “screw tapes” or “gray tapes.” Chopped and screwed music identifies with and exemplifies the cultural iconography of late 80’s-early 90’s Houston, including a localized car culture scene, called SLAB (for Slow, Loud, and Bangin’). A DIY music performance and production scene, often performed, recorded, and sold out of musician's own homes.This along with a regional drug culture surrounding lean, a regionally famous codeine-syrup infused drink, significantly influenced the aesthetic that became purple album covers associated with chopped and screwed music. This microgenre typically appears as authorized or unauthorized remixes of singles or entire albums. Although chopped and screw is closely associated with Southern rap music, it is common to find unauthorized remixes of other genres. Suggested subject headings are Remixes and Chopped and screwed (Music). 


20.558369





DJ Screw Making a Screw Tape 
from Soldiers United for Cash (documentary film)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSmMoVf1j_8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This clip shows DJ Screw performing a live chopped and screw set. Notice how DJ Screw manipulates the turntables to achieve his signature “chopped and screwed” sound. [START @ 00:30] ; [STOP @1:00].

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSmMoVf1j_8


Chopped and Screwed Music in Popular Culture Today

• Cultural iconography persists in various 
forms of commercial and DIY media.

• Anthony Bourdain’s visit to Houston 
prominently features Houston’s Hip-Hop 
scene in his CNN “Parts Unknown” series.

• Moonlight (Motion Picture) directed by 
Barry Jenkins with music by Nicholas Britell 
released in 2016.

• Soundtrack features a score inspired by and 
incorporating a chopped and screwed sound.

• Success of the film generated renewed 
enthusiasm and interest in chopped and screwed 
music.

Sizzurp vinyl sticker by Ben Frost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cultural iconography found-in and popularized by Southern hip-hop musicians in the 1990’s persists in pop-culture today. Whether the iconic 2-stack Styrofoam cups seen in music videos or the hyper-capitalist pop art of Ben Frost, one easily finds that codeine-infused lean persists even as usage of the drug is on the decline. Anthony Bordain’s visit to Houston for an episode of his CNN travel series, “Parts Unknown,” in 2016 prominently displays the intersection of Houston’s transnational cuisine, SLAB car culture and chopped and screw music.  Next is, Barry Jenkins’s 2016 film Moonlight, with music by Nicholas Britell and Houston’s own Chopstars, consisting of DJ Candlestick and DJ OG Ron C . Moonlight was adapted from African-American playwright Tarell Alvin McCraney's "In Moonlight Black Boys Look Blue.” The film is a coming-of-age drama which presents the life of Chiron, played by a trio of actors over the course of his youth, struggling with his sexuality at the intersection of blackness, masculinity and vulnerability. Moonlight features an all-Black cast and went on to win an Academy Award for best picture, best supporting actor, and best adapted screenplay that same year. The success of Moonlight and the chopped and screwed music featured within it generated renewed enthusiasm for that musical microgenre. Barry’s film lays bare the cultural iconography of chopped and screw: iconic Blaxploitation film cars with aftermarket rims, geographically centered in historically Black communities. His film invokes a liminal space within the African-American experience while also blasting Bach-chopped-and-screwed. Composer Nicholas Britell collaborated with Barry Jenkins on the chopped and screwed sound featured throughout Moonlight. In the liner notes to the soundtrack Jenkin’s remarks that he listens to everything chopped and screwed, from the Beatles to Australian psychedelic-rock band Tame Impala. Britell recorded “Little’s theme” in D major for violin and piano. In order to achieve the chopped and screwed sound, he recorded teenager “Chiron’s theme” a perfect 4th lower in A major with a cello ensemble. Lastly, the now adult “Black’s theme’s” which was pitched down electronically until it was in D major. Here is a clip of “Black’s theme” from Moonlight [play Black’s theme]. As Sheldon Pearce from the Guardian wrote in 2017, [quote, “Screw culture has come to represent more than just chopping and screwing records in recent years; it’s an aesthetic now…” end quote]. A year later the Chopstars released their digital-only chopped-not-slopped mixtape, “Purple Moonlight,” which features both music from the film and new remixes. 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/travel/2016/10/26/anthony-bourdain-parts-unknown-houston-2.cnn/video/playlists/atv-bourdain-s7-premiere-preview/


Authenticity in the Rap Community 
The Specter of “Slowed + Reverb” aka “Gentrified Chopped and Screwed”

• Jarylun Moore, aka “Slater,” is attributed to creating “slowed + reverb” 
music, a DIY remix style popularized via playlists on YouTube since 
2016/2017. 

• The development of this remix style coincided with the release of 
“Moonlight” along with a broader increase in chopped and screw’s appeal.

• In August 2020 a now infamous TikTok video describes “slowed + reverb” as 
a “new” remix style created by Slater. 

• The remix style’s uncanny similarity to chopped and screwed music, and the 
TikTok’s omission of DJ Screw and the Screwed-Up Click drew immediate 
condemnation on social media led by Houstonians.

• However, Slater, a Black Houstonian himself, asked for the video to be 
pulled from social media. 

• He later spoke to Pitchfork saying his remixes were inspired by DJ Screw.
Lo-Fi Girl via Wikipedia (by Juan Pablo Machado for ChilledCow)

[Sailor Moon image] bby kodie - where it doesn't rain (slowed + reverb) 
via Slater’s YouTube Channel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In August 2020, a now infamous Tik-Tok video with over 1.2 million views presented a “new” remix style named “slowed and reverb” [often stylized with a plus sign]. The publisher of the TikTok credited the creation of this remix style to a YouTube music producer named Slater. The Tik-Tok was met with immediate condemnation on social media led by Houstonians, and later picked up on several news sites and Black culture blogs. Criticism centered on the history-by-omission of DJ Screw’s legacy, and the erasure of Houston’s broader influence on hip-hop culture. The distinctive sound in which “slowed + reverb” clearly emulates was all captured in the phrase: “slowed + reverb is gentrified chopped and screwed.” Slater, who is Jarylun Moore, was credited with creating “slowed + reverb” music, which is a DIY remix style that was popularized via curated and al-go-rhythmically made playlists on YouTube since 2016. This remix style is easily reproduced using music-editing freeware like Audacity. Slater, a Black Houstonian himself, asked for the Tik-Tok to be pulled from social media. He later spoke to Pitchfork, the online music journalism site, saying [quote] “I always felt that I shouldn’t touch chopped and screwed music… One, it’s not really screwed if it’s not by Screw. Two, the chops are sacred to the culture, and not everybody can imitate it. So, I would never want to even try to. I’m just glad I’m able to bring it to a wider audience” [end quote]Visually slowed + reverb remixes share a visual aesthetic broadly used by various 2010’s –wave genres, such as chillwave, vaporwave, and synthwave. All of which visually feature pop culture references and further invoking hauntology by using sampling and plunderphonics. Vsual tropes include, tightly looped 80s-90s anime clips drenched in retro VHS filters found on mobile apps; or washed-out images of deserted beach-front boardwalks, drenched in the pale glow of amber streetlamps; and occasionally direct or oblique references to the infinitely memed “lo-fi girl” found on the ChilledCow YouTube channel.Slowed + reverb is an interesting case study in the persistence of nostalgia for a real or imagined past that pervades the modern web 2.0 internet. As we’ll discuss in the next section on vaporwave music, the decentralized and DIY aesthetic of the 90’s internet often exists as parody or irony through the streamlined embrace of apps, click-and-drag web-design templates, and homogenous user-interfaces persistent in the age of platform capitalism. I’ll end with a quote from historian and fellow Houstonian Maco L. Faniel [quote] “All of these [other] places are put on the map as identity representations, to represent space and place. Houston is left out of the national and international narrative when it comes to hip-hop culture. The 4th largest city, one of the earliest cities to have its own hip-hop culture, but is left out of the narrative… I want to establish that Houston is a music city and establish that it was one since the early 20th century, then hip-hop culture and the sounds that came out of Houston’s culture were nothing new. [end quote]

https://twitter.com/netfreak_gab/status/1293349792106545154?s=20
https://www.chron.com/culture/main/article/Slowed-Reverb-is-just-chopped-screwed-15482351.php
https://thegrapevine.theroot.com/dj-screws-legacy-is-being-celebrated-after-tiktok-teens-1844726412
https://twitter.com/schaefersparty/status/1293978116306669576?s=20
https://twitter.com/sIater666/status/1293977688554835973?s=20
https://twitter.com/sIater666/status/1293980219901083650?s=20
https://pitchfork.com/thepitch/how-slowed-reverb-remixes-became-the-melancholy-heart-of-music-youtube/


DJ Screw Diary of the Originator CD’s

• Identified sound recordings lacking appropriate 
Chopped and screwed (Music) LCGFT term.

• 351 commercially released “chapter” CD’s. 
• UH has 306 of the chapters in the Houston Hip 

Hop Research Collection.
• Series statement: DJ Screw, $d 1971-2000. $t 

Diary of the Originator ; $v chapter #.
• Note the “official S.U.C” stamp on logo.
• Unique identifiers:

• 511 0 _Recordings performed by various artists, 
manipulated by DJ Screw.

• 710 2_ DJ Screw "Diary of the Originator" CDs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
University of Houston Libraries migrated from Sierra to Ex Libris Alma in 2019, and we’ve since undertaken several metadata remediation and enhancement projects. One such project was revisiting subject headings and resource description using a Diversity-Equity and Inclusion (DEI) framework. Our Special Collections library recently received an additional donation of vinyl that previously belonged to DJ Screw. The LCGFT term Chopped and screwed (Music) was created after the original DJ Screw donation was received and processed into the Houston Hip Hop Research Collection at UH Special Collections. I thought this would be a great opportunity to increase the discoverability of these unique items adding more specific subject headings by enhancing these records to current bibliographic standards. As a pilot I identified DJ Screw’s “Diary of the Originator” CD’s. It is a run of 351 commercially released CDs called “chapters,” of which UH has 307. These records were easily identifiable in WorldCat by their series statement and unique local notes.

https://libraries.uh.edu/locations/special-collections/houston-hip-hop/


MarcEdit OCLC API Integration for Batch 
Upgrading Bibliographic Record
• Batch upgrading MARC records using MarcEdit.

• Replacing master records in OCLC using the OCLC API integration in MarcEdit.

• Exporting upgraded MARC records to local catalog.

• Recommended reading/viewing:
• “Batch processing in the client” from OCLC Connexion Client Guides.
• OCLC integration information from Terry Reese’s MarcEdit website.
• “Automating tasks” from the University of Illinois MarcEdit LibGuide.
• “Me & the WorldCat metadata API” by Kelley McGrath, Metadata Management Librarian, 

University of Oregon (slides & video).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, I will discuss the workflow I created for batch editing and replacing master records in MarcEdit using the Worldcat metadata API. I’ve listed the steps here below which I will now discuss in greater detail.

https://help.oclc.org/@api/deki/files/5164/connexion-client-create-bib-records.pdf?revision=3
https://marcedit.reeset.net/oclc-integration-information
https://guides.library.illinois.edu/c.php?g=463460&p=3168022
https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/community/catcommunity/occm2020collateral/me-and-the-worldcat-metadata-api-slides.pdf
https://library.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15003coll2/id/156/


Batch Upgrading Bibliographic Records in 
MarcEdit using Tasks

• Pulling records into MarcEdit: 
• Z39.50 integration with local catalog.
• OCLC search API function if accessible.
• Import database file from OCLC Connexion.

• Searching/import records in OCLC Connexion:
• Batch -> Enter Bibliographic Search Keys 
• Import search keys from a delimited text file. 
• Input batch search keys manually.
• Searching in WorldCat for a series statement 

or other unique identifier.
• Z39.50 integration with local catalog.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have to assume since you’re at the Music OCLC Users Group that you’ve worked with OCLC products before… But I will do my best to lay out steps here and will provide additional information in these slides for anyone interested in replicating this type of project themselves. I’ve found that when working with large record sets it’s easier to pull them directly from WorldCat into OCLC Connexion by using a batch search query. This can be done using batch search keys: either manually entered or imported from a delimited text file. If you can export a list of OCLC numbers from your ILS as an excel spreadsheet it’s relatively easy to import it into Connexion too.Lastly, I’ll also note that Z39.50 is fantastic for pulling individual records directly into Connexion or MarcEdit from an ILS. However, this route can be more daunting when working with many records. 

https://help.oclc.org/@api/deki/files/5164/connexion-client-create-bib-records.pdf?revision=3


Getting Started with MarcEdit
• Import save file from OCLC Connexion into MarcEdit.

• Use MarcTools and select “MarcBreaker” to convert the save file into a MARC 
mnemonic file.

• Next open MarcEditor and open the newly created MARC mnemonic file. 

• From here I created a list of task to be performed to carry out the metadata 
transformation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have your files exported from OCLC Connexion, you can import the database file into MarcEdit.Use MarcBreaker to make it into a MARC mnemonic file that will be readable in the MarcEditor.I developed a set of tasks that will enhance these records to follow current MLA best practices for sound recordings and LCMPT/LCGFT.



Subfield edit LDR 17:1

Add 007 (if missing)
Edit field 008

Subfield edit: $e author to 
remix artist

Subfield remove 300 $b 

Build new field 
390 \\$a{344$a}$2rdatr

Task list “505 Enhance”

Add 655\7 (if missing)

Subfield edit 710 $5 TxHU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is one of the records in MarcEditor. I’ve highlighted some of the changes the records will undergo. Note the add 007 (if missing) [click], this ensures that the field is only added if it’s missing in a give record. I’ve found that the RDA helper integrated into MarcEditor will skip over sound recordings lacking 007s, so I added this task first to ensure all records are captured when the entire task is executed.Also note the “build new field” task [click]. In short, this function allows or metadata in a designated field to be used in the creation of a new field. I’m using this function to separate out 34X fields once RDA registry codes in the subfield 2 have been added. Lastly, you can add other tasks lists as an additional task to be performed [click]. In this case I’ve made a complex task for converting basic 505s into enhanced 505s. Alright, lets look at the task list in MarcEdit.



Subfield edit LDR

Add 007 (if missing)

Subfield edit: $e author to 
remix artist

Subfield remove 300 $b 

1. Build new field 
39X \\$a{3XX$a}$2rdaXX

1. Delete 34X fields

2. Swap 39X $a2 to 34X $a2 

Task list “505 Enhance”

Add 655\7 (if missing)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the order in which tasks appear. As I mentioned earlier, without a 007 field [click] RDA Helper does not execute.When RDA helper runs it adds $e author in the 100. All the records are attributed to DJ Screw as the remix artist, so I’ve simply added a task to edit any 100 $e author to $e remix artist. [click]Here [click] is the operation for building new fields from the 34X fields. I’m using the 39X field as a placeholder because it’s currently unused in bibliographic records. The original 34X fields are deleted and the placeholder 39X fields are swapped into 34X fields.Lastly, there’s the task list for the 505 enhance [click] which links to the text file that the task macro resides in.



LDR 17:1 to | (blank)

Added $e remix artist.

Subfield remove 300 $b 

Added 382 11 rapper $2 lcmpt

Enhanced 505 00 w/ $t, $r

655\7 Chopped and screwed (Music) 
$2 lcgft.

Added 710 $5 TxHU

Added 344/347 w/ RDA registry codes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the record after enhancement: You’ll note that the LDR has been set to blank [click], the relationship designator was added in the 100, and subfield b in the 300 was removed.The appropriate RDA Registry codes were added to the 34X fields and a partial 382 was added for rapper [click], similar to including a singer for other popular music sound recordings. Notice the newly enhanced 505 [click] includes normalized capitalization in $t. If you had a work such as Outkast’s “I’m sorry Ms. Jackson,” this task would incorrectly lowercase both miss and Jackson. So, this is here to show what is possible, and was not used in upgrading these particular records.Lastly, the genre/form terms were added along with the $5 in the 710 [click]. Once this is done you can use the OCLC Metadata API to replace the master records in OCLC, and then export these into your local catalog, either as a database file to upload to OCLC Connexion, or within MarcEdit if you’ve set up integration with your local catalog. Unfortunately, due to Winter Storm Uri this metadata enhancement project will be carried out later this month.



Vaporwave Music

花の専門店 = Hana no Senmon-ten = Floral 
Shoppe, by Macintosh Plus (Vektroid); 12-9-
2011. (genre tags: electronic)

• The term vaporwave broadly describes a musical, visual and cultural aesthetic 
which is often grounded in nostalgic iconography. This commonly includes 
references and abstractions of 1980s-early 2000s popular music, visual and 
performance art, politics and consumer culture.

• Vaporwave music is a microgenre within electronic music. Vaporwave music  
principally utilizes sampling, plunderphonics, and sound collage (both 
plunderphonics and instances of music concrete).

• Subgenres include: Dreampunk, Future funk, Hardvapour, Mallsoft, and Slushwave.

• Related LCSH & LCGFT: Electronica (Music), Ambient (Electronica), Psychedelic rock 
music, Synthpop (Music), Noise pop (Music).

• Note: Vaporwave music can be easy to misidentify since it utilizes plunderphonics
and hypnagogic collage. Vaporwave often incorporates the following genres by way 
of sampling: Chopped and screwed (Music), Glitch music, Jazz, Lounge music, 
Shoegaze music, and Background music. 

Sector 131, Building a Better World. By 猫 シ
Corp. and Telepath. Genre tags: electronic, 
dream, jungle, love, mallsoft, plunderphonics, 
post-internet, rain, sound collage, vaporwave

Livin’ loose, Slide, by George Clanton; 
August 17, 2018. (genre tags: electronic, 
chillwave, futurepop, vaporwave)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vaporwave’s name comes from “vaporware,” which is computer software or consumer product that is promoted and advertised, but never actually released. The term vaporwave broadly describes a musical, visual and cultural aesthetic which is often grounded in the nostalgic iconography. Vaporwave music originated around 2011. Here is a recording from electronic musician Vektroid’s 2011 album “Floral Shoppe,” which she released under the pseudonym Macintosh Plus. [play Floral Shoppe audio clip]. Vaporwave releases overwhelmingly feature references and abstractions of 1980s-early 2000s popular music, art, politics and consumer culture. Vaporwave music is a microgenre within electronic music that principally utilizes sampling, plunderphonics, and sound collage. Here is an example of a recent album self-described as vaporwave by musician and 100% Electronica record-label co-founder George Clanton. [play Slide clips]. I recently submitted a LCGFT proposal for Vaporwave (Music) to the SACO music funnel, which I’ll discuss more in-depth later. Vaporwave music is a subgenre of Electronica (Music), so most of the resources I’ve cataloged from this music scene falls under this term. Additionally, Electronica (Music), Ambient (Electronica), Psychedelic rock music, Synthpop (Music), and Noise pop (Music) can be appropriate depending on the artist. For a deeper understanding of vaporwave, I’d recommend reading John Oswald’s essay, "Plunderphonics.” In the essay Oswald describes sampling as a grounding principle for creating new works, copyright-be-damned. Oswald goes on to say [quote] “Professional developers of the musical landscape know and lobby for the loopholes in copyright. On the other hand, many artistic endeavours would benefit creatively from a state of music without fences, but where, as in scholarship, acknowledgement is insisted upon.”

https://youtu.be/qLjJfZTyfSU
https://daily.bandcamp.com/label-profile/neon-city-records-future-funk-profile
https://daily.bandcamp.com/features/the-mall-nostalgia-and-the-loss-of-innocence-an-interview-with-corp
http://www.plunderphonics.com/xhtml/xplunder.html


Vaporwave is a Portal

“News at 11” by 猫シ Corp. (Cat System Corp.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zSM14XBwC8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[play video]That was a trailer for Jornt Elzinga’s vaporwave album, “News at 11,” which was released on September 11, 2016. Jornt replied to a commentator on YouTube that [quote] “That day changed us all forever, but this type of stuff helps us remember those times and I would love to go back there to the 80s skyscrapers,” he adds, “It's different for those who witnessed it. As European kid it struck me and basically paved the way for the world, I'd be a teenager in. The album was never meant to make you feel anxious or scared - it's meant as a driving to work on a sunny morning soundtrack!”He produced this album along with countless others under the pseudonym Cat-System Corp. [click], which is normally presented in Japanese as 猫 シ Corp. [Nekoshi Corp]. We’ll discuss Cat Corp more later, but I just wanted to take a moment to illustrate how a sense of nostalgia can manifest in everyone differently. As I mentioned earlier with “slowed and reverb,” many of the retro tropes, the hauntology broadly speaking, that’s found throughout the internet can be a powerful thing. However, once disconnected from lived experiences, whether they’re real or imagined, is when that intangible sense of nostalgia can lose meaning, or it become something entirely new.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zSM14XBwC8


Tentative “Vaporwave (Music)” LCGFT Term

155 Vaporwave (Music)

555 g $a Electronica (Music)

670 Work cat.: 1228910426: FM Skyline. Liteware, 2020.

670 Work cat.: 1228905754: George Clanton. Slide, 2020.

670 Wikipedia, viewed Jan. 1, 2021: $b (vaporwave (the name derives from "vaporware," a term for 
commercial software that is announced but never released) is a microgenre of electronic music; it 
is defined partly by its slowed-down, chopped and screwed samples of smooth jazz, elevator, R&B, 
and lounge music from the 1980s and 1990s; the style was pioneered by producers such as James 
Ferraro, Daniel Lopatin, and Ramona Xavier, who each used various pseudonyms; a wealth of 
subgenres and offshoots emerged, such as future funk, mallsoft, and hardvapour)

… …

• Submit potential terms to the SACO Music Funnel (MLA Cataloging and Metadata Committee)

• Please follow the instructions on the website, but don’t hesitate to ask a colleague if you need help!

• Alternatively use the Music Vocabularies Suggestion Box via Google Forms.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the proposal for Vaporwave (Music) that I submitted to the SACO Music Funnel. The submission style omits subfield a and subfield w. If you’re cataloging a unique item and can substantiate its inclusion in either LCMPT for musical instruments or LCGFT for genres/forms, I’d highly suggest submitting a term to the SACO Music Funnel.This can be done by following the instructions on the SACO Music Funnel website hosted by the MLA Cataloging and Metadata Committee. Alternatively, you can fill out a brief questionnaire through the newly created Music Vocabularies Suggestion Box. 

http://cmc.blog.musiclibraryassoc.org/saco-music-funnel/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdc5UUh1LvAM12EzQC20el8B-M2PVLqZu-06osGOpAjWZFGmQ/viewform?gxids=7628


Electric Independence:  
Daniel Lopatin (Oneohtrix Point Never) Interview on Motherboard

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0RAmNU5Es8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Daniel Lopatin is an electronic music producer originally from Boston. He is credited as one of the earliest practitioners of what would become vaporwave and released the album Eccojams Vol. 1 under the one-off pseudonym Chuck Person in 2010. Lopatin principally records under the alias “Oneohtrix Point Never,” a play on Boston’s FM 106.7 station. He’s signed with Warp Records, and recently composed the soundtrack to the award-winning film “Uncut Gems” which stars Adam Sandler, Lakeith Stanfield, and The Weeknd. Lopatin was also the music director for the Weeknd’s musical halftime show at Super Bowl 55 [LV] earlier this month. The following is an interview excerpt with Lopatin in 2010 with Motherboard. Here Lopatin discusses the ideas and sound that would later become vaporwave music.Start @ 5:04 …Stop @ 6:16.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0RAmNU5Es8


Liteware / FM Skyline 
Audiocassette from 100% Electronica 

100 0 FM Skyline  

500 1 $w r $i Real identity: $a Curry, Pete

500 Vaporwave music.

650 0 Electronica (Music)

650 0 Synthpop (Music)

655 7 Electronica (Music) $2 lcgft.

655 7 Synthpop (Music) $2 lcgft.

100 0 FM Skyline, $e composer, $e performer.

245 1 0 Liteware / $c FM Skyline.

500 “Composed & recorded by FM Skyline”—
Container.

NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is FM Skyline’s 2019 vaporwave album “Liteware.” The album was released on clear viny and clear (that is, see-through) cassette by 100% Electronica. If you do not work with cassettes often, I’d suggest reviewing both MLA’s supplement 1 to Best Practices for Music Cataloging using RDA and MARC21 for guidelines for audio recording carriers.Let’s look at the statement of responsibility for this recording [click]. As with many vaporwave artists FM Skyline is a pseudonym for musician Pete Curry. [click] We can show this relationship in his name authority recording using a subfield “eye” in the 500 field.[click] For subject headings, I included a 500 note for vaporwave music, the broader term electronica music, and synthpop music; with reciprocal genre/form terms [click].



Slide / George Clanton
”Blue eye” vinyl from 100% Electronica 

500 Vaporwave music.

650 0 Electronica (Music)

650 0 Synthpop (Music)

655 7 Electronica (Music) $2 lcgft.

655 7 Synthpop (Music) $2 lcgft.

100 1 Clanton, George, $e composer, $e performer.

245 1 0 Slide / $c George Clanton.

500 "Blue eye vinyl"--Publisher's website.

100 1 Clanton, George

500 0 $w nnnc $a Mirror Kisses $c (Musician)

500 0 $w nnnc $a Esprit $c (Musician)

NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next is “Slide” by George Clanton. This album was released on his label 100% Electronica to much notoriety and glowing reviews. We heard a clip from the album earlier, but I’ll just point out that the use of live vocals in vaporwave music is uncommon.Note the 500 note for “Blue eye vinyl.” As I’ll discuss later, vaporwave recordings are typically released once with rare or infrequent reprints. George Clanton’s label 100% Electronica is one of the few vapor-labels that will repress an in-demand work. Reprints such as this can be distinguished by the color of the physical disc or cassette, or by a change in publication information found either on the physical item, the publisher’s website or another source like Discogs. Let’s also look at the tentative NAR for George Clanton [click], here we can see that he uses two other pseudonyms: Mirror Kisses an early chillwave/electronic project; and Esprit, a sample-based vaporwave project that features chopped and screwed samples of his own music. [click] [click] The subject headings for this album are like FM Skylines, and I’ll note that similar most record labels the artists on 100% Electronica are making vaporwave music or music that comes out of the vaporwave tradition of sampling and plunderphonics.



Pseudonyms Used By George Clanton

100 1 Clanton, George

500 0 $w nnnc $a Mirror Kisses $c (Musician)

500 0 $w nnnc $a Esprit $c (Musician)

663 For works of this performer entered under 
other names, search also under: $b Mirror 
Kisses(Musician); $b Esprit (Musician)

670 Slide, 2020: $b container (George Clanton)

100 0 Esprit $c (Musician)

500 1 $w nnnc $a Clanton, George

663 Works by this performer are 
identified by the name used in the 
item. For a listing of other names 
used by this performer, search also 
under: $b Clanton, George

100 0 Mirror Kisses $c (Musician)

500 1 $w nnnc $a Clanton, George

663 Works by this performer are 
identified by the name used in the 
item. For a listing of other names 
used by this performer, search also 
under: $b Clanton, George

Alternate identity

Alternate identity

Complex See Also Reference

“Basic” NAR

NAR's for 500's on "basic" NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a model for pseudonyms used by George Clanton. As we see here [click] Mirror Kisses has an independent NAR with a [click] complex see also reference back to himself. This is also the case for [click] Mirror Kisses seen here, which also has a complex see also reference.I highly suggest consulting the LC-PCC for RDA 9.2.2.8, and the PDF document: “FAQ – LC/PCC practice for creating NARs for persons who use pseudonyms.” That document along with the 663 complex see also reference found in the Descriptive Cataloging Manual, Z1 are both indispensable for sorting out these types of relationships between a person’s real identities and the various pseudonyms they use.



Building a Better World / 猫 シ Corp. & t e l e p a t h 
”Glass master ‘1998’ CD” from Hiraeth Records

500 Vaporwave music.

650 0 Electronica (Music)

650 0 Ambient music.

655 7 Electronica (Music) $2 lcgft.

655 7 Ambient music (Electronica) $2 lcgft.

100 0 Cat System Corp., $e composer, $e performer, $e producer.

245 1 0 Building a better world / $c Nekoshi Corp. & t e l e p a t h.

700 0 Telepath $c (Musician), $e composer, $e performer, $e producer, $e 
mixing engineer.

505 0 Mezame = Awakening -- Dawn over the 
metropolis -- Sector 131 -- Lost promises -- Sekai
no hate = End of the world -- Building a better 
world -- Hiraeth : V -- Shinka = Evolution -- A new 
life awaits you -- Into the dream : (bonus track).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next is a collaborative album by Cat System Corp., and musician and producer Telepath. You might have noticed that Telepath produced FM Skyline’s album Liteware on the earlier slide too. Telepath is one of vaporwave's most after sought-producers. He is prolific artist with over 50 releases, runs the label Virtual Dream Plaza, and has numerous collaborative projects with other electronic musicians too. “Building a better world” is a well-known vapor-ambient album from two of the biggest names in the scene.This album illustrates some of the challenge's catalogers will encounter if working with vaporwave music. Working with pseudonyms, CJK languages, and pinning down genre can quickly become a daunting task for the uninitiated.Also notice in the title statement that Cat System Corp has been Romanized as “Nekoshi Corp.” [click] Here we see the track listing includes Japanese as well as English titles, along with a bonus track. Bonus tracks are common on vaporwave physical releases and are often not identified on the container. [click] Next, we see that I used Discogs to source the contents note along with translations. [click] [click] Here I’ve added a 500 note for Vaporwave music, along with previously discussed subject headings.



Pseudonyms Used By Jornt Elzinga

100 0 Cat System Corp. $c (Musician)

400 猫シ Corp.

400 Nekoshi Corp.

400 Catcorp. 

500 1 $w nnnc $a Elzinga, Jornt

663 Works by this performer are identified by the 
name used in the item. For a listing of other 
names used by this performer, search also 
under: $b Elzinga, Jornt

100 1 Elzinga, Jornt

500 0 $w nnnc $a Mesektet $c (Musician)

500 0 $w nnnc $a Cat System Corp. $c 
(Musician)

663 For works of this performer entered 
under other names, search also 
under: $b Cat System Corp. 
(Musician); $b Mesektet (Musician)

670 Building a better world, 2019: $b disc 
label (猫シ Corp. (romanized as 
Nekoshi Corp.))

100 0 Mesektet $c (Musician)

500 1 $w nnnc $a Elzinga, Jornt

663 Works by this performer are identified by the 
name used in the item. For a listing of other 
names used by this performer, search also 
under: $b Elzinga, Jornt

Alternate identity

Complex See Also Reference

Alternate identity

“Basic” NAR

NAR's for 500's on "basic" NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The name authority record for Jornt Elzinga will soon appears as such. However, his name is currently in a 400 under the pseudonym Mes-ek-tet, which he used for a one-off drone ambient album. I corresponded with Jornt to clear things up and arrived at the following: a NAR for himself, [click] his alternate identity Mes-ek-tet, with a [click] complex see-also reference that links back to himself. Then [click] a new NAR for Cat System Corp, which includes 400s for variant names and abbreviations.For similar situations see: LC-PCC PS for 9.2.2.8, “Individuals with more than one identity,” which states, “If an authorized access point is needed for a bibliographic identity recorded as a variant name in a 400 field in an existing name authority record, create a separate RDA name authority record for that identity. Modify the existing authority record to convert the 400 field to a 500 field.”



Sick & panic : first mix / Macintosh Plus
”12 [inch] Picture disc” vinyl from Chronos and Vermillion

500 Vaporwave music.

650 0 Electronica (Music)

650 0 Noise pop (Music)

655 7 Electronica (Music) $2 lcgft.

655 7 Noise pop (Music) $2 lcgft.

100 0 Macintosh Plus $c (Musician), $d 1992- $e composer, 
$e performer.

245 1 0 Sick & panic : $b first mix / $c Macintosh Plus.

500 “12 [inch] picture disc"--Publisher's website.

100 0 Macintosh Plus $c (Musician), $d 1992

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 1992-

Sick & panic by Macintosh Plus; 
December 20, 2019. (genre tags: 
data dream, electronic, 
experimental, hip hop, jazz, new 
age, noise, plunderphonics, pop, 
psychedelic, vaporwave)

500 "All music + artwork by Vektroid"--Container.

NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, we will look at “Sick and panic,” released in December 2019, and here’s a brief clip from the album [click]. For this release Ramon Xavier, aka Vektroid, returned to the pseudonym Macintosh Plus, the same name used on her 2011 genre defining album Floral Shoppe. She has over 10 know pseudonyms in use.[click] The disc label states: “first mix” on the disc label. Vektroid said on Twitter that this album is a part of a larger project she’s working on under Macintosh Plus. [click] On the container is the copyright dates, publisher name, and statement of responsibility. [click]Here’s where things become a bit complicated [click] The container has this statement of responsibility for Vektroid. In the name authority file, Ramona Xavier is the “basic” NAR that 2 other pseudonyms are linked to with a complex see-also reference.So, there are two conflicts: First is that neither Macintosh Plus nor Vektroid have established NAR’s. Second is that Ramona Xavier is nowhere on the disc label, container, or artists Bandcamp page. The name Ramona Xavier instead appears on the artists Wikipedia which is also titled Vektroid and is a redirect when someone searches Wikipedia “Ramona Xavier.” Placing Ramona Xavier in the 100 field and moving Macintosh Plus in the 700 obfuscates that these are the same person and would omit an access point for Vektroid.Here’s a provisional NAR for Macintosh Plus, that places her personal name in 500.[click] At this stage in her career Vektroid is moving away from being defined by the genre that vaporwave was and has become. Broadly she’s a self-taught musician, a producer, graphic designer and has her “multimedia imprint” Chronos & Vermillion. She’s also a trans woman who’s redefining what electronic music can be. With the recent passing of another foundational electronic musician and transwoman, SOPHIE, I’ve been thinking a lot about how Vektroid’s music is heading in new and exciting directions and continuing to move from genre-fluid to genre-free. Vektroid considers this album as vaporwave which appears again as a 500 note. We have electronica music as a broader term, and noise pop [click] to reflect the mix of noise and plunderphonics happening on this record.



Pseudonyms Used By Ramona Xavier

100 1 Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Vektroid $c (Musician), $d 
1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Macintosh Plus $c (Musician), 
$d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Sacred Tapestry $c (Musician), 
$d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a New Dreams Ltd. $c 
(Musician), $d 1992-

663 For works of this performer entered under 
other names, search also under: Xavier 
Ramona Andra, 1992- $b Macintosh Plus, 
(Musician), 1992- $b Sacred Tapestry 
(Musician), 1992- $b New Dreams Ltd. 
(Musician), 1992-

100 0 New Dreams Ltd. $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 1992-

100 0 Vektroid $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 1992-Alternate identity*

100 0 Sacred Tapestry $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 1992-

663 Works by this performer are identified by the name used in the 
item. For a listing of other names used by this performer, search 
also under: $b Xavier, Ramona Andra, 1992-

100 0 Macintosh Plus $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 1992-
Alternate identity

Alternate identity

Alternate Identity
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Main entry

“Basic” NAR NAR's for 500's on "basic" NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current name authority record for Vektroid uses her personal name as the “basic” record. A NAR for Vektroid would need to be established along with one for Macintosh Plus. However, this still obfuscates the actual relationship between these pseudonyms and how the artist uses them. In DCM Z1 under 633 complex see also reference it says: “The ‘basic’ authorized access point should be determined by the predominantly used form of name or, lacking sufficient evidence, by choosing the real name of the person as the ‘’basic’ form.” Following the instructions, the choice was understandably made to use her real name. 



Using Vektroid as Basic NAR For Pseudonyms 

100 0 Vektroid $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 
1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Macintosh Plus $c (Musician), 
$d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Sacred Tapestry $c (Musician), 
$d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a New Dreams Ltd. $c 
(Musician), $d 1992-

663 For works of this performer entered under 
other names, search also under: Xavier 
Ramona Andra, 1992- $b Macintosh Plus, 
(Musician), 1992- $b Sacred Tapestry 
(Musician), 1992- $b New Dreams Ltd. 
(Musician), 1992-

100 0 New Dreams Ltd. $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Vektroid $c (Musician), $d 1992-

100 1 Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Vektroid $c (Musician), $d 1992-
Actual identity

100 0 Sacred Tapestry $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Vektroid $c (Musician), $d 1992-

663 Works by this performer are identified by the name used in the 
item. For a listing of other names used by this performer, search 
also under: $b Vektroid (Musician), 1992-

100 0 Macintosh Plus $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Vektroid $c (Musician), $d 1992-
Alternate identity

Alternate identity

Alternate Identity
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Main entry

“Basic” NAR NAR's for 500's on "basic" NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s what the model would look like with Vektroid as the “basic” NAR. Here we can see that each pseudonym is used interchangeably, with all works leading back to Vektroid, her primary pseudonym.I’ve reached out to Vektroid to she what her preferred name would be, and hopefully will be able to clear things up.It’s worth mentioning the concept of “self [with] multiple selves” developed by interdisciplinary artist and musician E. Jane. We don’t have time unfortunately to delve into it here, but I highly recommend reading Legacy Russell’s, “Glitch feminism,” for a better understanding of this concept of how some queer artists identify with and embody pseudonyms. 



Challenges with Acquiring Sound Recordings of Microgenres
• Mixtape culture still predominates distribution for chopped and screwed music:

• Mid-late 1980’s: Rap mixtapes originated as homemade cassettes, which were sold and shared. 
• Mid-late 1990’s: DJ Screw’s earliest tapes, “screw” or “grey” tapes, produced and duplicated on cassette at home. 

Later recordings and compilations were commercially released and distributed on CD nationally.
• Early 2000’s: Popular use of early digital download sites such as Napster, Limewire, and Kazaa increased distribution. 

DJ Screw passes in 2000, with numerous posthumous releases over the decade.

• Since the 2010’s sound recordings, including mixtapes-as-playlists, are often released exclusively on 
streaming platforms such as Spotify, Soundcloud, YouTube, and DatPiff. However, the opaque nature of 
several platform’s DRM management and low-yield revenue streams for artists has proven hostile for 
emerging acts. Note, Bandcamp Fridays (1st Friday every month) allow musicians to take in 100% of sales.

• Vaporwave and ambient releases are especially difficult to acquire due to limited production. Digital 
distribution and copyright issues limit reissues/repressing's from individuals and labels. This is further 
complicated by copyright claims/strikes/take-down requests from copyright holders.

• Physical media is often sold and distributed by indie music labels or self-released by the artist and are often 
the only distributors of their respective microgenres including: 100% Electronica, Cached Media, Cyro
Chamber, Dream Catalogue, Hiraeth Records, Geographic North, Kranky Records, Leaving Records, Neoncity
Records, Past Inside the Present, RVNG, Screwed Up Records, and Shelter Press, Virtual Dream Plaza.

• Library acquisition is challenged by “drops,” the sudden announcement of limited-quantity merchandise. 
Items often sellout within 36 hours creating artificial scarcity, which in turn drives up after-market prices. 
Check third-party distributors such as: Boomkat, Commend, Deejay, Peasantries + Pleasantries & Soundohm.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is for reference, don’t worry about taking in everything at once.The microgenres I’ve discussed today are often exclusively released on streaming platforms such as Soundcloud, YouTube, Bandcamp, and for rap music DatPiff. With some artists also on Spotify and Apple Music.Vaporwave sound recordings are especially difficult to acquire due to their limited production, especially for cassette-only releases. One phenomena is “drops,” the sudden announcement of limited-quantity merchandise. This often occurs over social media with little to no prior announcement and can complicate fulfilling purchase requests. Furthermore, physical distribution and copyright issues plague vaporwave sound and video recordings, and to a lesser extent ambient music recordings.These issues can present challenges for libraries acquiring and circulating these materials. Indie labels and niche music distributors specializing in each microgenre are often the best sources for acquiring this music; a few are I’ve listed here. Also consider the scarcity of these sound recordings and desire or need to make them accessible to your community. Ask yourself: Who still has a disc drive in their computer? Are record players available for use in the library? Vinyl currently outsells CD’s, along with an uptick in cassette purchases.

https://daily.bandcamp.com/features/bandcamp-fridays-2021
https://www.100percentelectronica.com/collections/music
https://cachedmedia.bandcamp.com/
https://cryochamber.bandcamp.com/merch
https://dreamcatalogue.bandcamp.com/merch
https://hiraethrecords.com/
http://geographic-north.com/
https://kranky.bandcamp.com/
https://leavingrecords.bandcamp.com/
https://neoncityrecords.bandcamp.com/merch
https://pitp.bandcamp.com/merch
https://rvng.bandcamp.com/merch
https://screweduprecords.com/
https://shelterpress.bandcamp.com/merch
https://virtualdreamplaza.com/
http://boomkat.com/
https://commendnyc.com/
https://www.deejay.de/start
https://www.pleasantlyslc.com/
https://www.soundohm.com/


Resources and Additional Information
• Bandcamp Tags via Bandcamp Discover (https://bandcamp.com/tags)

• Aggregates existing music genre tags used on Bandcamp.
• Bandcamp Discover is a separate site with music genre tag visualization features.

• Every Noise at Once (http://everynoise.com/)
• A Spotify web application using Echo Nest API and Spotify Web API. 
• Provides data visualization and artist search function using genre tags.
• Indispensable for seeing the sonic relationships between artists and genre 

• Musicbrainz, Discogs, their blog entry on genres & styles, and Dream Graveyard.

• 500 notes, drafting/submitting new subject/genre/form terms, using other vocabularies.

• Potentially drafting a white paper to explore developing a controlled vocabulary based on 
internet-derived genre-tags.

• Inspired by the recent development of the Genre Terms for Table Top Games ($2 gttg).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a list of resources for librarians, however, the biggest takeaway is that genre-tags and terms for microgenres already exist within in their respective music communities; which often have pre-established sociocultural relationships. One of the biggest challenges is reconciling existing subject headings with the frequent need to establish emerging and pre-existing heading for microgenres. Another alternative to this arrangement is investigating and then drafting a white on the potential for creating a controlled vocabulary using these pre-existing genre-tags from controlled lists found on sites such as Bandcamp, Discogs, and/or MusicBrainz. 

https://bandcamp.com/tags
http://everynoise.com/
https://blog.discogs.com/en/genres-and-styles/?utm_source=discogs&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=navigation_menu
https://dream-catalogue.bandcamp.com/


In Summary

• Microgenres are a cultural phenomena, oftentimes manifesting in literature, and the visual & 
performing arts under a variety of socioeconomic/sociopolitical/sociocultural conditions. 

• Microgenres can be grouped into three broad categories: Hyper-specific; flexible, provisional and 
temporary; and specialized or niche. 

• Microgenres present a unique set of challenges for libraries/archives/museums to acquire, create 
metadata descriptions of, and make accessible to their patrons.

• Microgenres are rarely static but are instead dynamic and can change over time.
• The purpose of this presentation was to breakdown the ways in which cultural production 

intersects with lived experience and art. 

• Different sets of sociocultural and socioeconomic conditions can result in locally situated 
microgenres such as chopped and screwed music or in the case of vaporwave music a diffuse 
decentralized music scene originating online.

• Lastly, this presentation posited the idea that librarians are not only stewards of their collections 
but are also active participants in understanding and describing the context in which they and 
their institutions function in documenting and preserving these small cultures.

Presenter
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READ THE SLIDE



Illustrations
1. The Legend, DJ Scew, YouTube.

2. Purple Moonlight, the Chopstars, Soundcloud.

3. Drank, Thundercat + OG Ron C and DJ Candlestick, Brainfeeder.

4. Liteware, FM Skyline, Bandcamp.

5. Slide, George Clanton, Bandcamp.

6. Building a Better World, 猫シ Corp. (Cat. System Corp.) & t e l e p a t h, Bandcamp.

7. Discreet music, Brian Eno, Discogs.

8. Wildlife addendum, Warmth, Bandcamp.

9. Catch a Blessing, M. Sage, Bandcamp.

10. DJ Screw on the mixer and turntables, DJ Screw Photographs and Memorabilia. Special Collections, University of Houston.

11. Candy paint and elbows, David S. Holloway/CNN.

12. Purple drink, Medium.

13. Moonlight: original motion picture soundtrack, Lakeshore Records.

14. Purple moonlight, the Chopstars.

15. Sizzurp, pop art vinyl sticker by Ben Frost. 

16. [Sailor Moon] Where it doesn't rain (slowed + reverb), Slater YouTube Channel.

17. Lo-Fi girl, Juan Machado for ChilledCow, Wikipedia

18. Diary of the originator, DJ Screw, Discogs.

19. Floral shoppe, Vektroid/Macintosh Plus, Bandcamp.

20. Sick & panic, Vektroid/Macintosh Plus, Bandcamp.



Audio and Video 
1. Discreet Music, Discreet music, by Brian Eno, 1975, EG Records.

2. Michigan turquoise, Catch a blessing, by M. Sage, 2019, Geographic North.

3. Circa, Wildlife addendum, by Warmth, 2019, Archives.

4. The Game Goes On (feat. K-Rino and Z-Ro), The Legend, DJ Screw, 2001.

5. Chiron's theme (chopped and screwed), Nicholas Britell, Moonlight: original motion picture soundtrack, 2016, Lakeshore Records.

6. Cell therapy (chopped not slopped), Goodie Mob + the Chopstars, Purple moonlight, 2017.

7. 花の専門店 = Hana no Senmon-ten = Floral Shoppe, Floral shoppe, by Macintosh Plus (Vektroid) 2011, Chronos & Vermillion.

8. Sector 131, Building a Better World, Sector 131, Building a Better World, 2019, Hiraeth Records.

9. Livin’ Loose, Slide, by George Clanton, 2019, 100% Electronica.

10. Marble madness, Liteware, by FM Skyline, 2019, 100% Electronica.

11. Walk Slow, Slide, by George Clanton, 2019, 100% Electronica.

12. Sick & panic [first mix], Sick & panic, by Macintosh Plus (Vektroid), 2019, Chronos & Vermillion.

Video:

1. DJ Screw Making a Screw Tape. DJ Screw “Soldiers United for Cash” documentary, 2000, REL Entertainment, accessed April 9, 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSmMoVf1j_8

2. Parts Unknown . 2016. “Houston,” with Anthony Bourdain. Season 7, episdoe 1. Aired October 30, 2016 on CNN. Accessed April 8, 2020. 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/travel/2016/10/26/anthony-bourdain-parts-unknown-houston-2.cnn/video/playlists/atv-bourdain-s7-premiere-preview/

3. 猫シ Corp. (Cat System Corp.). “Announcement,” 2016, YouTube. Accessed February 12, 2021. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zSM14XBwC8

4. Lopatin, Daniel. 2010. “Electric Independence: Daniel Lopatin (Oneohtrix Point Never).” Interview by Vice. Motherboard, 2010. Accessed February 18, 2021. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0RAmNU5Es8.
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